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HIGH SCHOOL 
Mathematics Teacher 

 
POSITION SUMMARY – ASIJ is seeking an exceptional educator with training and deep 
experience teaching math in a high school setting. The ideal candidate will be equally 
comfortable with, and excited by grade 9/10 courses and upper-level math and AP Statistics 
and Calculus courses. The successful candidate will be passionate about math, eager to share 
their deep interest in the subject with students. They will also be a highly collaborative 
educator, a team player enthusiastic about working with and contributing to the HS math 
department and the HS faculty. The teacher will excel at creating an engaging classroom 
environment that supports and develops the social-emotional and academic needs of ASIJ’s 
high school students. The successful candidate will deeply understand the importance of 
diversity, equity, and inclusion in a high school setting and will be eager to work with and 
support all kinds of learners in their classroom. 

 
REQUIRED TRAINING and/or EXPERIENCE – Applicants must have training and previous 
experience: 

● Teaching AP Statistics and/or 
Calculus to students in Grades 11 
and 12; 

● Designing high school math 
courses with standards-based 
lessons and units of study; 

● Creating learning experiences 
rooted in helping students grow 
as thinkers, collaborators, 
self-managers,  communicators, 
and researchers; 

● Employing a variety of 
classroom-based assessment 
strategies, both formative and summative, to inform and differentiate instruction of 
learners; 

● Using technology to enhance instruction for HS students; 
● Mentoring high school students in an advisory program and leading sensitive 

conversations; 
● Participating in co-curricular program as a coach, club sponsor, or supervisor; 
● Supporting the SEL needs of high school students; and 
● Collaborating as a member of the HS faculty, leading an advisory section fulfilling the 

general HS teaching responsibilities such as committees, meetings, supervision, and 
participation in school trips.   

 



 

QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE 

1. University degree – Minimum of BA or BS required; MA or MS preferred. 
2. License & Certification – Applicants must have an active teaching license from a state, 

province, or governmental authority and certification covering mathematics (9-12). 
3. Work experience – Applicants must 

have a minimum of 5 years of 
full-time teaching experience, 
including at least 2 years of full-time 
experience high school mathematics 
with teaching responsibilities that 
included either AP Statistics and/or 
Calculus and or Advanced 
Precalculus. 

 
What is ASIJ looking for in a teacher?  

Across all divisions, ASIJ is seeking 
exceptional educators who are aligned, 
personally and professionally, to the ideals, 
values, and priorities embedded in our 
guiding documents. Accordingly, ASIJ is 
actively recruiting teachers who embrace: 

● our Commitment, which is to Know, 
Value, and Care for others – These three words are ASIJ’s True North. We want 
teachers who believe in the critical importance of knowing, valuing, and caring for 
every student who enters their classrooms. We further want teachers willing to 
develop relationships with colleagues based on empathy, trust, and respect; 

● our Core Values, which are Character, Courage, and Compassion – We believe these 
values should animate our actions and decisions. We want teachers who are willing to 
fearlessly model these values for students and through interactions with colleagues; 

● our Mission, which is “Fostering a community of inquisitive learners and independent 
thinkers, inspired to be their best selves, empowered to make a difference.”  We want 
teachers who challenge and inspire students to be “their best selves” – curious, 
original, and highly ethical – and actively encourage students to make a positive 
difference in the world; 

● our Vision of Learning, which defines learning as “a personal, lifelong process that 
leads to change, including the ability and willingness to adapt. It is driven by curiosity 
and motivation, occurring in a supportive environment rich in engagement, social 
interaction, and feedback. Learning is constructed in authentic contexts and results in 
the development of new understandings and skills for all learners”;  

   



 

 
● our Portrait of a Learner, which is a combination of six transdisciplinary global 

competencies that we expect our faculty to model for students, including the following: 

● our Vision, which is to provide every student with transformational learning 
experiences built on four pillars: Know, Value, Care; Engage, Learn, Lead; Find your 
Element; and Make a Difference; 
   

 

Mindset 
● Self-directed learners 
● An open, positive view toward learning and life 
● Grit, resilience, and adaptability 
● Empathy, compassion, and integrity in action 

 

Global Citizenship 
● A global perspective 
● Commitment to human equity and well-being through empathy 

and compassion for diverse values and worldviews 
● Genuine interest in human and environmental sustainability 
● Solving ambiguous and complex problems in the real world to 

benefit citizens 

 

Collaboration 
● Working interdependently as a team 
● Interpersonal and team-related skills 
● Social, emotional, and intercultural skills 
● Managing team dynamics and challenges 

 

Communication 
● Communication designed for audience and impact 
● Message advocates a purpose and makes an impact 
● Reflection to further develop and improve communication 
● Voice and identity expressed to advance humanity 

 

Creativity 
● Economic and social entrepreneurialism 
● Asking the right inquiry questions 
● Pursuing and expressing novel ideas and solutions 
● Leadership to turn ideas into action 

 

Critical Thinking 
● Evaluating information and arguments 
● Making connections and identifying patterns 
● Meaningful knowledge construction 
● Experimenting, reflecting, and taking action on ideas in the real 

world 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dguSrEcLww_vJLWui_4HmZca8h50f23G/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hv8i4cmgqgEnQi_a91FHyxyHt1HCu5pP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k5E77UMI-BYP3w0y4APkOqw03soa2RZP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ke725UYd8SwKj_eXnzoFdSbglMkYB3Hy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z8O-ew9UiTu6_eR8TF5qsSBGuPo1PTBI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IGHA4xNc7ocacrrPk8xBP4tXLTqGjQya/view?usp=sharing


 

● our Diversity, Equity, and 
Inclusion Statement, which 
reminds us of the extraordinary 
benefit to students who learn in 
a diverse community that 
embraces equity, inclusivity, and 
diverse learning styles; and 

● our Commitment to 
Safeguarding, which focuses on 
building an institutional culture 
where student well being and 
safety are paramount and where 
our students are protected from 
harm, both physical and 
psychological.  

 
SALARY & BENEFITS – Salary is highly competitive. This position will be placed on ASIJ’s 
teacher scale. Benefits include housing, health insurance, life insurance, home leave, shipping 
allowance, and ongoing professional learning opportunities. 
 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE – Interested candidates must have the required qualifications 
detailed on page 2. They must further have an active profile with either ISS-Schrole Advantage 
or Search Associates. 

ASIJ prefers candidates submit applications through its ISS-Schrole Advantage page. 
Submitting an application through ISS-Schrole will require candidates to answer a series of ten 
school-specific screening questions. It will also involve creating and sharing a link to a 2-3 
minute video introduction that shares your interest in the position and explains what you feel 
you can contribute to ASIJ. 

Search Associates candidates should notify ASIJ of their interest in the position by submitting 
the following documents to <jobs@asij.ac.jp>: 

(1) a letter of application clearly explaining your qualifications and interest in the specific 
teaching position at ASIJ; 

(2) an updated CV or resume; and 
(3) a link to a 2-3 minute video introduction (no more!) that shares your interest in the 
position and explains what you feel you can contribute to ASIJ. Please upload your video to 
YouTube, Vimeo, your Google Drive, or another external hosting site, set permissions 
appropriately, and share the link in your letter of application. 

 
Please note that ASIJ is continually reviewing applications and interviewing candidates. We 
reserve the right to make appointments when we feel we have identified the right candidate. 
Therefore, we encourage teachers to submit applications at their earliest convenience and not 
to wait till the closing date we have indicated for a position.  

 

https://iss-schrole.com/School/The-American-School-in-Japan
mailto:jobs@asij.ac.jp

